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Vision   
 

We will work together to provide the best possible education for young people of all ages, abilities and 
backgrounds enabling them to flourish, both in school and in the future.   We are a partnership of 
equals.  We believe in learning from each other and sharing best practice.  We have a common aim 
which is to make Thanet a centre of excellent education. We embrace the collective network of our 
schools and we celebrate being part of our Trust.  

Values 
 
Community:  We work together to support and challenge each other as a community of schools for the 
benefit of the communities we serve.  Collectively we can make more of an impact on social equality in a 
community that has called out for change for so long.  Our students and staff will be given a voice – in 
Thanet, in Kent, nationally and as part of the global community.  
 
Aspiration: There will be no limits to the expectations we have for everyone in our Trust. Achievement 
and ambition will always be rewarded.  
 
Transformation: We will constantly strive to move forward our schools and recognise that the key to 
transformation is excellent leadership, constant analysis and an understanding of how to manage and 
bring about change.  We will work together, as well as with key partners, to ensure that our students 
have access to transformational life chances.   

 

Leadership and governance 
 

As directors of a charitable trust, our Board members ensure that they comply with charity and 
company law. 

● Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction 
● Holding executive leaders to account for educational performance 
● Ensure financial probability  

The Trust Board delegates certain functions to dedicated committees.  

● Finance and Risk Committee (Chair: Neil Smith)                                                                             
Oversees budget setting, monitoring and review, staff arrangements/pay/statutory compliance, 
estate management. health and safety and risk management  

● Quality of Education (Chair:   ) oversees student progress and outcomes, the curriculum and 
quality of teaching, SEN across all schools in the trust to ensure quality assurance.  

The Board is responsible for all academies in the Trust.  The Board delegates functions to the School 
Board of each academy through the scheme of delegations document.  



 

 

 

Board Membership  

A Skills Analysis has shown that the Board is strong in the following key areas of expertise: 

● Financial Management 

● Human Resources 

● Corporate Governance 

● Educational Leadership 

● Educational Theory 

● Private Sector Financial Strategy 

● Chartered Accountancy 

● Links with the Local Community 

● Business Leadership 

● Change Management 

Areas where the Trust may wish to increase its expertise at Board level include: 

● Premises 

● Marketing 

● Links with local Employers 

● Legal Expertise 

 

 
 



 

Financial arrangements   
 

CAT currently pools resources between schools to deliver Trust priorities, where it is cost effective and 

appropriate to do so. For example, insurance, audit and other CAT-wide services are purchased using a 

pooled arrangement. When this applies, member academies will contribute as agreed in advance by the 

Heads’ Committee, CAT Finance Committee and Board. Any such collective funding cannot be vetoed by 

a School Board. The Trust will also constantly seek to take advantage of economies of scale, by pooling 

functions to cut costs where there is a business case and financial benefit to do so, as agreed by the 

Heads’ Committee, CAT Finance Committee and Board. Member academies (and Associate Member 

academies, where appropriate) share the costs of the Executive Headteacher, the Chief Operations 

Manager and the Chief Finance Officer, together with any costs associated with their employment. The 

split of these costs is agreed as part of the budgeting process each year.  

 

The schools within CAT will also work together with the Chief Finance Officer to improve financial 

reporting and planning, and to undertake benchmarking and assess value for money. The purpose of this 

is to ensure good use of public funds, and to maximise the resources available for providing education. 

 

All other costs will be traded. Bespoke support by one school for another will be costed and agreed by 

the schools involved. Where staff work across more than one Trust academy, costs will be agreed by the 

academies involved. Costs associated with services provided (or required) by the Trust Board will be paid 

for by the receiving academy. Coastal Academies Trust is a single company. Although each school’s 

income is entirely delegated, it remains a part of the single company. Although the Trust Board will 

always seek to ensure that income delegated to an academy is only used for the benefit of students in 

that academy, in circumstances where it is beneficial to the Trust as a whole or to the education of 

pupils, delegated funds may be diverted for the use of another member academy. In such 

circumstances, any funds diverted will be expected to be repaid by the receiving academy. 

 

In order to ensure that the Trust remains solvent and can mitigate a reasonable level of risk, the Board 

will ensure that: 

1. Each school’s finances are monitored closely by scrutinising the budget setting process and 

spending during the year. In order to do this, the Trust employs a Chief Finance Officer, who 

leads the team of school Business Managers / Bursars. 

 

2. The Trust has set target levels for cash across the Trust so that it can be monitored on a monthly 

basis, and so that when appropriate carried forward surpluses in each school can be ‘frozen’ and 

unavailable to spend, in order to guarantee the overall financial security of the Trust. The Trust 

has set Green, Amber and Red targets for cash, so that levels of risk can be monitored and 

appropriate action taken if needed.  

 



 

The Green Target level for cash is a minimum of £1.8m, based on the normal upper limit of cash 

expenditure in any one month; the average is approximately £1.7m. The size of this limit will therefore 

need ongoing review as the monthly cash expenditure changes, and the other risks CAT is exposed to 

change. 

The Trust does not currently ‘top slice’ member schools, other than to pay for the cost of the Executive 

Team and other shared services and contracts. This is because national cuts in school incomes have led 

to significant difficulties in covering the costs of each school’s curriculum. As a result, the Trust has 

sought to ensure that major risk is covered by a pooled cash balance, rather than building up a shared 

fund to use for investing in improvements.  However, the Trust will constantly review its position on ‘top 

slicing’ and pooling resources, according to the ever-changing government policy on funding of state 

education.  

Trust Intervention 
The Scheme of Delegation gives significant autonomy and responsibility to individual academies and 

their School Boards. However, the CAT Board remains ultimately accountable, and retains the power to 

reduce or remove this autonomy. This might be triggered by any of the following: 

1. A significant leadership weakness 

2. A rapid and unexpected decline in exam performance or internal predictions 

3. A significant safeguarding issue that cannot be dealt with locally 

4. Evidence of serious financial weaknesses or mismanagement 

5. A dramatic change in Ofsted category 

6. A request from the School Board 

7. Serious or significant complaints from stakeholders or outside bodies that cannot be or have not 

been satisfactorily resolved locally 

8. A reputational risk to the local academy or Trust 

9. Any situation where it is deemed to be in the best interests of pupils or their education. 

The Executive Team has completed a comprehensive risk register and identified mitigation strategies for 

all risk in the medium and high categories (a copy of the risk register is attached as an appendix to this 

document).
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AIMs  

 

2021 – 2024  

 

 



 

Aim One:  Employer of Choice 
 

 
1. Staff Development/Leadership Pathways  

a) Create a leadership pathways programme so that CAT staff can have access to clear career progression;  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

b) Develop a cross-CAT CPD opportunity for showcasing best practice with the involvement of all staff across all schools  

c) Develop a cross-CAT training and progression pathway for support staff  

 

 

2. Wellbeing for All  

a) Have clear wellbeing support opportunities across all schools  

b) Ensure wellbeing for students and staff highlights appropriate Covid recovery and create a sustainable, dynamic wellbeing plan for each 

school  

 

3. Recruitment  

Ensure that CAT is able to recruit high quality staff to each vacancy with some joint procedures across the Trust for innovative and creative 

recruitment opportunities  

 

4. Succession Planning  

Develop an action plan to ensure the best staff at each school are supported across the Trust to have opportunities for development.  Ensure 

current and potential senior leaders are grown by all headteachers to become future headteachers.  

 

 



 

Aim Two:  School of Choice 
 

 
1. All Schools Rated Good or Better by Ofsted  

Headteachers take accountability for each other to ensure thorough and robust Ofsted preparation.  Each school will be aware of a ‘rough’ 

Ofsted timeline with resources being deployed in the most effective way to ensure the best Ofsted outcome.  

 
2. Covid Recovery  

Share best practice and value for money, opportunities to ensure the best intervention strategies are used for all students across all schools.  

 
3. Student Outcomes and Destinations  

a) Ensure all students in all CAT schools make above average progress and outcomes are in line with  or above other similar schools across Kent 

and nationally.  

b) Work collectively to have no NEET students and destinations are tracked so each student who attends a CAT school has an appropriate and 

aspirational destination.  

 

 
4. Curriculum Recognition and Development 

Work collectively to create appropriate curriculum pathways for all CAT students  

a) Use the expertise of CPS/HA/RHA to re-examine KS3 curriculum at KES/DC  

b) Develop sixth form opportunities across the Trust so CAT becomes the sixth form of choice  

 

 
5. Every CAT School has a Full Pan  

Work collectively to recover community perception of more challenging schools so that students and parents make the choice of CAT.  

 

 



 

Aim Three:  Trust of Choice 
 

 

1. Continually and genuinely create opportunities for staff to visit other CAT schools to share good practice and so create a culture that each school 

celebrates and socialises the success of each other  

a) Continue to develop the formation of subcommittees to carry out peer reviews in key areas, thus creating an internal network of support and 

challenge  

b) Create opportunities for all staff at all levels access to all CAT schools  

 
2. Strengthen CAT links with other primary schools in Thanet in an informal and formal way  

 
3. Continue to expand CAT external networking with every headteacher/school in the Trust having an active role to play in another external 

organisation.  

 
4. Improve communications and public perception of all schools across the Trust and Thanet.  

a) Develop marketing strategies to ensure the community is aware of the strengths of all schools in the Trust, both separately and collectively  

b) Work closely with all other schools in Thanet to change the perception of educationally opportunity in the area and be key players in making 

Thanet the centre of excellence for education.  

 
5. Review our system of governance, revising and ‘tweaking’ our structures to ensure compliance, challenge, support and delivery  

 
6. Ensure that the Trust manages its resources in such a way as to provide financial security as well as the best possible education in each school for 

everyone:  

a) Continue to provide financial security and best value for money  

b) Ensure compliance with all aspects of the financial handbook  

 
7. Ensure successful transfer of RHA into our Trust  

 

 



 

 

Aim One:  Employer of Choice 
 

 
AIM 

 
ACTIONS 

 
OUTCOMES/SUCCESS CRITERIA  

 

 
WHO 

 
1. a) Staff 

development and 

leadership 

pathways  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
● Develop a full programme for the delivery of ECF 

across all CAT schools 

● Successfully deliver year one ECF 

● Create and deliver aspiring senior leader CAT 

programme and begin delivery  

● Create and deliver aspiring middle leader CAT 

programme and begin delivery 

● Ensure CAT is fully involved in the creation and 

delivery of the national programmes  

● Identify teachers for appropriate pathways for 

2021/2022 and 2022/2023  

 
● A full programme of leadership training from NQT to HT is in 

place across the Trust  
 

● Internal programmes offer practical applications and will 
complement national programmes  
 
 

● Staff will be mapped at each school to ensure everyone has 
access to regular leadership training and development  

 
KG  
LPA with GJ (KES) 
IW (DC) 
BW (CPS) 
SE (KES) 
HO (HA)  

 
1. b) Cross-CAT CPD  

 
● Pilot an after school/early morning CPD cross-CAT 

opportunity  

● Plan to have a joint CPD event 2022  

● CPD event calendered - 10th February 2023 

 
● Cross CAT training trialled and there are specific plans for next 

academic year  

 
KG  
HTs 

 
1. c) Cross-CAT 

training for 

support staff 

 

 

 

 
● Audit need/desire from support staff  

● Create support staff networks (similar to current 

Business Managers)  

● Create a development support programme  

 
● Create a list of networks, links and specific training 

requested/desired for support staff development and begin 
trialling of support programmes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AIM  
ACTIONS 

 
OUTCOMES/SUCCESS CRITERIA  

 



 

 
 

2. a) Clear Wellbeing 

Support  

 
● Use wellbeing CAT group to plot good practice 

across all schools  

● Carry out PSHE (or equivalent) reviews to ensure 

current legislation is fully embedded in the 

curriculum, specifically the new sex and 

relationships guidance.  

● Every CAT school works towards the national 

‘Wellbeing In Schools Award’  

 
● Good practice in wellbeing is seen in each CAT school  
 
● PSHE review completed  
 
● All schools achieve or work towards WBA 

 
HR 

 
3. Recruitment  

 
 
 

 
● Research and audit current recruitment procedures 

in each school/national best practice  

● Job adverts reworked to reflect CAT ‘benefits’ and 

celebrations of working in a Trust such as ours  

● All HTs actively involved with recruitment partners 

as appropriate  

● Teach First  

● EKLA / School Direct  

● Canterbury Christ Church University  

 
● Develop consistent procedures for staff exit 

interviews  

 

 

● Recruitment procedures reviewed and updated 
 

● All schools are fully staffed with high quality appointments  

 
 
HR 
KG 
HTs 

 
4. Succession 

Planning  

 
● Headteachers map senior leaders’ development 

needs and share information on most effective 
aspiring senior leaders  

● Set up another secondment opportunity to develop 
skill set of aspiring senior leaders/Headteacher                                

● Create opportunities for shorter 
secondments/spending a week at another school 

 
● HT aware of senior leader development requirements 
● Aspiring CAT HT programme created 

 
 
KG 
HTs 

 

 

Aim Two:  School of Choice 



 

 

 
AIM 

 
ACTIONS 

 
OUTCOMES/SUCCESS CRITERIA  

 

 
WHO 

1. All schools rated Good or 

better by Ofsted  

● Develop practice of peer to peer reviews  

● Each school highlights area of strength and 

areas of worry  

● Collectively ensure preparation for Ofsted 

of HT/Senior teams and middle leaders  

● Plot timeline with appropriate support 

delivered in a timely way eg. urgent      long 

term  

 

● All schools develop a system of reviews with peer to peer 
support/ monitoring and review 

● All schools are confident with Ofsted  
● All schools get Good or better  
 

KG 
HTs 

2. Covid Recovery ● CFO/Business Managers to ensure all 

additional Covid grants are applied for and 

spent  

● Progress tracked across all year groups, by 

data team.  Areas of strength or worry 

shared and appropriate support delivered  

 

● National financial support accessed by all schools to 
maximum effect 

● Covid Recovery Plans shared and data tracked to ensure 
good Covid Recovery  

JB 
 
 
HTs  

3. a)  Student Outcomes and 

Destinations  

● Data group feedback to HT group/KG to 

offer support from each school where 

needed.  

● Governing bodies continue to monitor 

progression in each school, but, given this 

is a very significant area of concern for DfE, 

more Trust input is required.  To set up an 

Achievement Trust subcommittee to hold 

to account.  KG/HTs  

● Plan and execute at least one 

student/subject conference (similar to 

English Excellence Conference)  

● Create separate CAT action plan for 

improving outcomes for the most able 

students across the Trust ‘Challenge Action 

Plan’ 

● Set up an effective Quality of Education/Standards 
Subcommittee 

● Student/subject conference planned and executed  
● Increase outcomes across CAT for most able students  
 

 
KG 
AB 
TS 
HTs 

    



 

AIM ACTIONS OUTCOMES/SUCCESS CRITERIA  
 

WHO 

3.  b)   NEET Students/Destinations ● Continue to lead Thanet NEET programme  

● Create careers education lead subgroup to 

monitor destination choices  

● Be more active in celebrating across CAT 

the significant aspirational achievement of 

CAT students  

● Ensure a CAT staff member leads Thanet NEET programme 
● Destination monitoring through CAT subgroup  

KG 
SS 
HTs 
CE leads 

4. Curriculum  Recognition 

and Development  

a) KS3 curriculum  

b) and c)  Sixth Form 

Opportunities and 

IBCP Development 

 

● Review KS3 curriculum across all CAT 

schools  

● Map Sixth Form curriculum offers and try 

to broaden CP offer 

● Prepare for IB authorisation (Autumn 2022)  

● Create opportunities for 6
th

 form students 

across the Trust including conferences and 

projects  

● Continue to have a significant role in IBSCA 

and the IBCP development in Kent 

● Renewed focus on 6th form student 

opportunities - EBacc/Service Learning  

 
● KS3 review completed 

 
● Be fully prepared for IB authorisation next academic year 
 
 
 
● Continue to influence IB development in Kent/Nationally  

 
KG/HTs 
 
JR 

5. Each CAT school has a full 

PAN 

● Support the development of marketing 

strategies for individual schools and 

children attending CAT schools  

● Use of social media developed  

● Every school to carry out some Year 5 

project with most local primary schools 

during 2021/2022 academic year  

 

 
● Student first choices improve for RHA/HA and remain high 

for DC/KES CPS  
● Year 5 projects successfully carried out  

 
 
HTs  

 

 

 

 



 

Aim Three:  Trust of Choice 

 
 

AIM 
 

ACTIONS 
 

OUTCOMES/SUCCESS CRITERIA  
 

 
WHO 

1. a) Continue to Develop 

Culture of Collective 

Responsibility  

 
 
 
 
 

b) More Internal 
Networking 

● Continue to develop formation of 

subcommittees and evaluate impact of 

work done  

● Disadvantaged 

● SEN 

● Safeguarding 

● Wellbeing 

● Attendance  

● Continue to encourage staff to visit each 

other’s schools and celebrate good 

practice  

 

● Progress and achievement improves for disadvantaged/SEN  
● Shared good practice for safeguarding and wellbeing  
● Attendance improves across all schools  
 
● Internal networking becomes regular and habitual for shared 

good practice and improvement  

KG 
TS 
HTs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL  

2. Strengthen CAT Links 

with other Primary 

Schools 

● Encourage selected primary schools to join in 

our leadership pathways/ECF programmes  

● Invite primary HTs into schools and develop 

relationships  

● Seek to find partner primary school to apply 

for Trust Partnership Grant (‘Try before you 

buy’) 

● Build up networks and relationships with primary schools in 
Thanet  

 
HTs 

3. Expand CAT External 

Networking 

● Continue to have each HT on the Board 

of/leading an external group/project:  

● KAH 

● EKLA/ITT 

● IBCP 

● CCCU 

● Thanet Headteachers 

● KCC Inclusion 

● LLSE 

● Other Trusts/Governance  

● Each HT plays a lead role in at least one external group/project  KG 
HTs 

 

 



 

 
AIM 

 
ACTIONS 

 
OUTCOMES/SUCCESS CRITERIA  

 

 
WHO 

4. a) Improve 

Communications 

and Public 

Perception 

 

 

 

b) Work with other 

Schools in Thanet  

● Significantly update/reform CAT website 

● Develop links form school website to CAT website  

● Ensure opportunities for CAT celebration in the 

media 

● Explore use of social media/Twitter to improve 

communications  

● Continue to lead Thanet Headteachers’ Group  

● Strengthen contacts with KCC to ensure Thanet best 

practice is known and celebrate  

● Continue to invite external visitors to CAT – KCC/DfE  

● Update CAT website 
● Have school and CAT celebrations 
● Lead Thanet HT forum  
● Have external visitors to school to celebrate 

improvements what CAT does  

JG 
KG 
HTs 

5. Review System of 

Governance  

● Review / revise / revisit Scheme of Delegation  

● Create appropriate subcommittees for the Trust 

which ensure compliance:  

● Finance  

● Risk 

● Audit 

● Achievement  

● Develop system of reviewing priorities/strategic 

plan in an appropriate way in Board meetings  

● Begin the process of reviewing governance  
● Develop a system of priorities in the strategic plan 

effectively  
 

HR 
(DR/MH) 
KG  
RC 

6. Managing 

Resources  

a)  Financial 

Security  

 
b) Ensure 

Compliance 

with all aspects 

of Financial 

Handbook  

● Continue to develop best value for money 

procedures  

● Plan for collective decisions on finding money 

across the Trust to pay for/support Trust-wide 

educational projects  

● New Financial Handbook read and changes 

implemented accordingly  

● Create Estate Management Action Plan  

● Ensure Health and Safety review successfully 

included with appropriate action plan created  

● Continue to show best practice/value for money across 
Trust  

● New Financial Handbook changes implemented  
● Estate Management Action Plan created 
● Health and Safety review completed (with action plan)  

JB 
KG 
JB 
 
JB 
JB 

7. Royal Harbour 

Academy 

● Work with Stone King/KCC/DfE to ensure Royal 

Harbour official becomes part of CAT  
● RHA becomes part of CAT KG/JB/HR 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


